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Abstract

Kinetic energy spectra appeared similar at all observational depths in the 3000m deep Algerian Basin, Western

Mediterranean Sea. They were featureless except for a single peak at �2% above the local inertial frequency (f), even at

depths (z) where stratification was very weak, NðzÞ ¼ Oðf Þ: At great depths a second peak was observed at �0.99f.

However, at a single point, we observed rotary spectra varying considerably with stratification and depth. Where Nof ;
that is between 600 and 1200m in a series of homogeneous layers associated with a double diffusion process and below

2200m in a dense homogeneous water formed nearby, all near-inertial horizontal motions were almost rectilinear. The

observation of near-rectilinear inertial motions was in contrast with common observations of near-circularly polarized

inertial motions, which were found, for example, from the same mooring at depths where NX2:5f ; that is in

continuously stratified waters encountered near the surface (100m) and at intermediate depths (1800m). Our

observations suggested that the near-inertial motions in the Algerian Basin did not always represent internal gravity

waves, but also dominant inertio (gyroscopic) waves. These waves could have been generated after excitation of the

surface layer by atmospheric disturbances and the surface pressure gradient (barotropic) excitation of a simple 2-layer

model via a coastal boundary condition, a process common in shelf seas.

r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Horizontal currents (u, v) oscillating at frequen-
cies (s) close to the local inertial frequency f ¼
e front matter r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserve
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2O sinj (j denoting the latitude and X the Earth’s
rotational vector) are dominant in large parts of
the Mediterranean Sea, with amplitudes of
O(10�1m s�1), whilst tidal motions have ampli-
tudes of O(10�3m s�1) (Albérola et al., 1995;
Tsimplis et al., 1995). As a result, the Mediterra-
nean Sea is an excellent site to study potential
d.
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deep-sea mixing caused by internal wave motions
that are not predominantly forced by tides.

Motions at frequencies close to f (‘near-inertial’
motions) near the sea surface are mainly generated
by atmospheric disturbances (e.g. Pollard and
Millard, 1970; Millot and Crépon, 1981; D’Asaro
and Perkins, 1984; Kundu, 1993). However,
enhanced near-inertial energy can be found at
great depths (Webster, 1968; Perkins, 1972;
Fu, 1981; van Haren et al., 2002). It is often
suggested that most near-inertial energy is trans-
ported downwards into the ocean interior via
propagating waves satisfying an internal wave
dispersion relation (Kroll, 1975; Leaman and
Sanford, 1975; D’Asaro and Perkins, 1984; Gar-
rett, 2001; Maas, 2001). With N ¼ ð�g=r@r=@zÞ0:5

denoting the buoyancy frequency and for
Nbf eff ¼ f þ z=2 the ‘effective’ inertial frequency
(Mooers, 1975; Kunze, 1985), which includes
vorticity z due to sub-inertial motions, propagat-
ing internal gravity waves exist only in the range
f effosoN: As a result, near-inertial internal
gravity waves in most stratified conditions have
frequencies just above the local effective inertial
frequency. Although we suppose in the following
that z ¼ 0 for simplicity, all results can be
generalized to za0:
Fig. 1. Site of moorings (&, numbered 3–9) during project

‘ELISA’ between July 1997 and 1998. CTD casts down to the

bottom are indicated by ‘D’. They were obtained during ELISA

campaigns in July/August 1997 and March 1998, and during

the ADIOS campaign in March 2001.
1.1. Waves and mixing in the ocean interior

During downward propagation, near-inertial
waves are important for mixing as most destabiliz-
ing vertical shear S ¼ ð@u=@z; @v=@zÞ is found at
near-inertial frequencies (e.g. Pinkel, 1983). How-
ever, D’Asaro (1991) suggests that high wave
number near-inertial waves, generating largest
shear, cannot propagate very far from their source
near the surface before dissipating. Thus, we need
an explanation for observed intermediate and deep
near-inertial shear. In the ocean, this motivated
studies on near-inertial motions that are locally
generated, via parametric sub-harmonic instability
(PSI) of low wave number motions at frequencies
2f, either from storms generated far poleward
(Nagasawa et al., 2000) or predominantly near
jjj � 291 where 2f ¼ M2; the dominant tidal
frequency (Hibiya et al., 2002).
Here, we focus on the (internal wave) character
of near-inertial current observations from the
surface to great depths (�3000m) in the Algerian
Basin of the Western Mediterranean Sea (Fig. 1).
In this confined basin, one does not expect high
wave number near-inertial motions generated by
PSI, because it is neither ‘connected’ to ocean
regions around j � 291N; nor large enough to
comprise both near-inertial motions generated at
arbitrary f and at the latitude j0 corresponding to
2O sinj0 ¼ 2f : Furthermore, in our study area,
deep stratification can become very weak (No2f

and even N � 0), as we inferred from present
(Fig. 2) and previous data (Perkins, 1972). As a
result, the classical internal wave range fosoN

that is found under the approximation of neglect-
ing the horizontal component of the Earth’s
rotation vector no longer applies. Under this
approximation, propagating internal gravity
waves, approaching layers where Nof ; will
be reflected into the layer where N4f ; whilst
only evanescent waves (having exponentially
decaying amplitudes) can exist in the layer
where Nof : However, in weak stratification
the horizontal component of the Earth’s rota-
tion vector (2O cosj) becomes more important
for the generation of inertio-gravity (also called
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Fig. 2. Four examples (of 23 stations in total, cf. Fig. 1) of potential density-depth profiles obtained using CTD in the Algerian Basin:

(a) 0–500m with potential density referenced to the surface. (b) The lower 2200m of the profiles. The short sloping lines indicate

density stratification yielding N ¼ f ; 3f (dashed lines) and N ¼ 2f (heavy solid line). The profile offset to the left of the short sloping

lines is from the Algerian Margin. Potential density is referenced to 1800m.
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gyroscopic-gravity) waves (Saint-Guily, 1970;
Gascard, 1973; LeBlond and Mysak, 1978;
Brekhovskikh and Goncharov, 1994). In the limit
for N ¼ 0; the momentum equations yield solu-
tions for pure inertio (gyroscopic) internal waves.
1.2. Inertio-gravity waves

To better understand the links between the
frequency ðsÞ and the wave number vector (k) of
internal inertio-gravity waves, and to describe
their propagation character, we consider the
general wave solutions provided by e.g. LeBlond
and Mysak (1978) in the range:

slowososhigh;

slow ¼ 2Oðsin2j cos2 n� ðsin 2j sin 2nÞ=2

þ ðcos2 jþ ðN=2OÞ2Þsin2 nÞ0:5;

shigh ¼ 2Oðsin2 j sin2 nþ ðsin 2j sin 2nÞ=2

þ ðcos2 jþ ðN=2OÞ2Þ cos2 nÞ0:5

for n ¼ atanðsin 2j=ðcos 2j

þ ðN=2OÞ2ÞÞ=2: ð1Þ

With these frequency bounds the inertio-gravity
wave dispersion relation adopts the form

ðN2 � s2Þk21 þ ðs2high � s2Þk22 þ ðs2low � s2Þk23 ¼ 0

(2)
in the rotated wave number coordinates (k1; k2;
k3), defined by

k1
k2
k3

0
B@

1
CA ¼

1 0 0

0 cos n sin n

0 � sin n cos n

0
B@

1
CA

k1

k2

k3

0
B@

1
CA; (3)

where (k1; k2; k3)=k the wave number vector in
the earth Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z).
It is easily verified that, for Nbf ; n � 0; slow �

f ; shigh � N ; and ðk1;k2;k3Þ � ðk1; k2; k3Þ: In that
case in (2), which is the equation of a cone, the
factors of k21 and k22 are similar, and both have a
sign (+) opposite to (and are much larger than)
that of the factor of k23; for s � f : As a result,
for near-inertial motions the wave number vector
can be found along a relatively sharp cone
centered on the k3-axis E(z, �g)-axis, with a
(near-circular) ellipse in the (x, y) plane (Fig. 3).
As the group-velocity (energy) vector cg can be
found by differentiating (2) with respect to
ki; i ¼ 1; 2; 3;

cg ¼
1

sk2
½ðN2 � s2Þk1; ðs2high � s2Þk2; ðs2low � s2Þk3�;

(4)

cg ? j; with opposite signs for their ‘vertical’
components k3 as slowos: For s � f this
vector lies on a wide (near-circular) ellipse cone,
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Fig. 3. (a) Impression of different propagation surfaces for

internal waves at constant frequency s � f for varying

stratification at particular latitude j: When Nbf (depicted to

the right), the cone of wave number (and phase speed) is

narrow, so that the wave number vector k is nearly in the

direction of gravity. The wave group speed (and energy

propagation) vector cg lies on cones perpendicular to the wave

number cones, so that in this case they are very wide and

circular motions lying in this plane are nearly horizontal. When

N ¼ 0 (depicted to the left, for clarity), f is further away from

the internal wave bounds (1) and the wave number cone is

(much) wider (and the wave group cone much narrower). In this

gyroscopic limit the plane of particle motions can be strongly

inclined with respect to gravity. (b) As a result, the projection of

the circular hodograph (thick line) of gyroscopic internal

motions on the local horizontal plane (u, v) can result in a

near-rectilinear elliptical hodograph (dashed line). In the

Mediterranean, near-inertial gyroscopic motions coming from

the North-East have their major axis directed NW–SE

(theoretically).
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so that the near-circular near-inertial particle
displacements projected on an (x, y) plane are
also observed near-circular (Fig. 3).
When N decreases, and as long as slowo
soNoshigh; n becomes 6¼0, the wave number
vector cone widens following (2), whilst in the (k1;
k2)-plane it becomes more elliptical and its k3-vector
rotates away from �g (by n � 91 for N ¼ 2:5f ).
When N is so low that slowoNo soshigh; the sign
of the k21 factor in (2) changes, so that the opposite
sign becomes that of k22 and the wave number cone is
centered on the k2-axis. In the limit N ¼ 0; n ¼ j;
slow ¼ 0; shigh ¼ 2O; gravity no longer dominates
and the wave number vectors associated with pure
gyroscopic waves lie in cones centered on the Earth’s
rotational vector, i.e. their axis is strongly inclined at
an angle ð90� jÞ1 from –g (Fig. 3). From (2), the
factors for k1 and k3 are identical, implying a circle
in the hodograph of motions for all frequencies in
the range 0oso2O for purely north–south propa-
gating waves, and 0osof for purely east–west
propagating waves (Saint-Guily, 1970). For s � f ;
following (4), this circle lies in the plane tilted with
respect to the horizontal at an angle y between

0�pyp2j (5)

so that the projection to the (x, y)-plane can vary
between a circular and a near-rectilinear hodograph
(the two extremes are for north–south propagation)
(Fig. 3). Pure rectilinear horizontal near-inertial
gyroscopic motions are expected at j ¼ 451: Coin-
cidentally, the direction of the projected non-circular
current ellipse allows one to infer the direction of
energy propagation of gyroscopic waves. For
example, a down- and southeastward propagating
wave would give a northeast–southwest directed
major axis of the ellipse. Such determination of
energy propagation is more difficult for near-inertial
internal gravity waves that exhibit near-circular
horizontal motions.
Pure gyroscopic waves have similar properties

as internal gravity waves, like cg ? k; but with the
same signs for their ‘vertical’ components k2;
following (4). However, at the latitude of the
Algerian Basin, f is near the middle of the pure
gyroscopic internal wave frequency band, whilst
near-inertial motions are very close to the low-
frequency bound of internal gravity waves (for
Nbf ). For a typical (Algerian Basin) intermediate
value of N ¼ 2:5f � 3O; the theoretical inertio-
gravity wave band is between 0:87foso1:15N:
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1.3. Background conditions

In the Algerian Basin, the occurrence of such
low stratification at intermediate depths varies
between the mooring sites although it is present
everywhere below 2200m (Fig. 2). This is due to
the general circulation in the area that, therefore,
must be specified. To compensate for the water
deficit in the Mediterranean Sea and due to
rotation, Atlantic water flows alongslope and
anticlockwise in the whole sea forming a 200-m
surface layer (Millot, 1999). In the study area, it
forms the 50-km wide Algerian Current that, being
unstable, generates 100-km anticyclonic eddies a
few times per year. These eddies can extend down
to the bottom (�3000m) and have a two-layer
structure (Millot et al., 1997). They provide
additional vorticity of 0.1–0.2f in the upper
300m and of 0.01–0.02f in the remainder of the
water column. They propagate downstream at a
few kmd�1 up to the entrance of the channel of
Sardinia where, being too large and too deep, they
tend to follow the deep isobaths. Hence, they
separate from their parent current and describe an
anticlockwise circuit roughly along the 2800m
isobath in the whole study area (Puillat et al.,
2002). When passing off Sardinia, they entrain
seaward relatively warm and salty intermediate
waters, which originated from the Levantine Basin
(between 200 and 600m) and from the Tyrrhenian
Basin (600–2000m) (Millot, 1999; Millot and
Taupier-Letage, 2004). Below 2000m (the depth
of the channel of Sardinia), relatively cool and
fresh water reside originating from the Liguro-
Provenc-al Basin just to the north (MEDOC
Group, 1970).

Consequently, Levantine water is dispatched
from Sardinia (mainly over mooring 6, Fig. 1) and
spread in the basin interior (mainly towards
moorings 7 and 8) while rarely being encountered
close to Algeria (at moorings 3–5), except in a
strongly modified form. Because this water gen-
erates a marked double diffusion process in the
water below (Fuda et al., 2000), a series of
homogeneous layers develop, strongly varying in
both time and space (mainly due to eddies passing
by). For instance, the isolated profile in Fig. 2b is
characteristic of the Algerian margin with well-
mixed intermediate waters between 1200 and
2200m and the homogeneous Liguro-Provenc-al
water (formed during wintertime convection)
below. The other profiles in Fig. 2b are character-
istic of the mooring 6 surroundings with step-like
structures 100m thick below the Levantine water
(600–1400m), the layer of continuously varying
density associated with the Tyrrhenian water
(1400–2200m) and the deep homogeneous water
(42200m). As a result, stratification strongly
varies spatially in the Algerian Basin, making it
appropriate for studying the effects of stratifica-
tion on near-inertial motions and the effects of
near-inertial motions on internal waves.

1.4. Outline

We focus on observations from mooring 6, close
to the channel of Sardinia, showing most distinct
layers of different rotary current properties asso-
ciated with different stratification during a period
without eddies passing by. The other data sets
were analyzed for comparison, but are not shown.
Spectral observations as at mooring 6 were found
similar at moorings 5, 7 and 9. However, the
observations at these moorings were less clear than
at mooring 6, for example occurring during
shorter periods (2 months at mooring 7) and with
less vertical correlation (at mooring 5). In contrast,
at moorings 3, 4 and 8 further away from the
Channel of Sardinia and closer to the Algerian
coastal Current, rotary current properties changed
more gradually with depth, evidence of a smooth
density profile without steps there (Fig. 2).
2. Data handling

Hourly data were obtained in the Algerian Basin
using different Aanderaa RCM current meters
(Fig. 1) during project ‘ELISA’ between July 1997
and 1998. Mooring 6 consisted of 5 current meters
at 100m (RCM-7), 350m (RCM-9), 1000m
(RCM-8), 1800m (RCM-5), and an RCM-8 at
100m above the bottom (H � 2800m depth). The
RCM-9 did not work correctly and its data are not
considered further. For the other RCMs, the
velocity (V) is calculated from the number of
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revolutions (R) of a rotor during one sampling
interval for an RCM5 or from the vector-averaged
(50 times per sampling interval) speed for an
RCM7,8 according to V ¼ a þ bR; so that no
revolutions lead to V ¼ a; the starting velocity.
Each instrument was just below 2 Benthos
spherical floats and the main buoyancy element
of �400 kg net was on top of the mooring. Data
sections varied in length between 125 and 270
days. Here, we used the common data section of
�125 days, between 22 October 1997 and 1 March
1998 when there were no passages of meso-scale
eddies at the investigated mooring site, so that the
vertical displacement of the top of mooring 6 was
less than 10m. Low-frequency, sub-inertial mo-
tions were mainly caused following passages of
atmospheric disturbances.

We performed kinetic and rotary spectral
analysis using various degrees of freedom, balan-
cing between frequency resolution and (random)
statistical significance. Relative changes in kinetic
energy levels are compared with CTD-estimates of
NðzÞ: As suggested (Garrett and Munk, 1972;
henceforth GM) for internal wave band frequen-
cies well away from boundaries f5s5N: power
PðsÞ � Nsp; with slope p varying between
�2.5opo�1.5. For the rotary spectra we used
the method by Gonella (1972), who decomposed
(East, North) oscillatory current components (u, v)
into rotary current components

wþ ¼
~u � i~v

2
¼ Wþ expð�iyþÞ

the anti-clockwise rotary component ð6aÞ

w� ¼
~u þ i~v

2
¼ W� exp ðiy�Þ;

the clockwise rotary component ð6bÞ

for harmonic ~u ¼ U exp ðijuÞ and similarly for
~v; which combines ðu; vÞ ¼ ðU cosðst � juÞ;
V cosðst � jvÞÞ into one complex current

w ¼ u þ iv ¼ w�
þ expðistÞ þ w� expð�istÞ; (7)

where ()* denotes a complex conjugate, i2 ¼ �1
and s is the harmonic frequency. Any horizontal
current ellipse is a sum of the two rotary
components (6), so that a rectilinear oscillatory
motion can be composed of rotary components
having equal amplitudes. Defining rotary ampli-
tude spectra

PþðsÞ ¼ hwþi
�hwþi=2

the anti-clockwise spectrum; ð8aÞ

P�ðsÞ ¼ hw�i
�hw�i=2 the clockwise spectrum;

(8b)

the brackets denoting Fourier transform, so that
the kinetic energy spectrum is

PKEðsÞ ¼ P�ðsÞ þ PþðsÞ: (9)

The polarization of the horizontal current
ellipses is inferred from the ‘rotary coefficient’

CRðsÞ ¼ jP�ðsÞ � PþðsÞj=PKEðsÞ; (10)

CR ¼ 0 for pure rectilinear motion and 1 for pure
circular motion. Under symmetric forcing CR

simplifies

CRðsÞ ¼
jhW 2

�i � hW 2
þij

hW 2
�i � hW 2

þi
¼

2hUV sinðju � jvÞi

hU2 þ V2i

¼
2sf

s2 þ f 2
¼

2e

1þ e2
; ð11Þ

where e ¼ ðWþ � W�Þ=ðWþ þ W�Þ is the eccen-
tricity of the horizontal current ellipse. Note from
(11) that for internal gravity waves under condi-
tions Nbf ; CRðNÞ � 0 and CRðf Þ � 1: Although
pure circular polarization is found for all 0oso2O
gyroscopic waves in their plane of propagation,
their projection on the (x, y)-plane may vary
strongly (Fig. 3). In the Algerian Basin, minimum
gyroscopic eccentricity eminðf Þ ¼ 0:23 is expected
following (5), yielding CRðf Þ � 0:43 using (11).
This difference in polarization for different N at

fixed frequency (f) is verified using observations
below.
3. Observations

3.1. Kinetic energy spectra

At mooring 6, kinetic energy spectra (Fig. 4)
demonstrated the importance of near-inertial
motions in the Mediterranean Sea, from the
surface to the bottom. Besides the dominant
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near-inertial peak, the spectra generally showed a
featureless sloping continuum in the internal wave
band (Fig. 4a). Near-inertial peak frequencies
sp ¼ ð1:02� 0:02Þf did not vary significantly with
depth (Fig. 4b), except at 2700m (where sp �
ð0:99� 0:02Þf ; with a broader band centered
around 0.97f and a second peak at 1.02f).
Although some peak frequencies at 2700m were
different from the other depths, these were not
associated with slow; since N � 0 (Fig. 2). Like-
wise, spð1800ÞaslowðN � 3OÞ: The uncertainty in
sp was attributable to frequency resolution follow-
ing spectral smoothing. However, the visible finite
band around sp in Fig. 4 reflected the near-inertial
‘intermittency’, the (strong) variation in amplitude
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Fig. 4. (a) Kinetic energy spectra from 4 months of current meter o

2700m (green) at mooring 6. The number of degrees of freedom n � 26

leading to the 95% significance confidence interval as indicated by t

constant sloping PðsÞ / s�3 (indicated by slope ‘�3’), at 2700m PðsÞ
with the dash–dotted line indicating 1.02f. Solid lines are at 0.94f, f,
with time resulting in typically 10 inertial periods
in a group (van Haren, 2004b). Note that the
width of the near-inertial peak did not vary with
depth (except being broader at 2700m).
In contrast, entire spectra varied with depth by a

factor that was more or less constant in frequency
(especially spectra of 100 and 1800m in Fig. 4a),
except for a dependency on the dominance of
internal waves (see discussion below on spectral
slopes). We noted that the spectrum at 1800m was
least energetic at most frequencies. Sub-inertial
currents were very similar below 1000m (time
series not shown), with a difference between 1800
and 2700m mainly in amplitude, by a factor of
1.25 in favor of the latter.
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At 1800 and 2700m, a semidiurnal tidal peak
emerged from the internal wave band continuum.
The weak amplitudes of these tidal motions and
the polarization of the horizontal current ellipses
(see below) suggested a predominantly barotropic
motion. This motion was apparently weaker than
the internal wave band continuum at 100 and
1000m. This description of kinetic energy spectral
variation with depth was found for all moorings.
Further comparison between different spectra is
discussed below.

3.2. Rotational properties

Despite the similar shape of the kinetic energy
spectra, rotational properties of the horizontal
motions at f and in the internal wave band varied
strongly with depth, most clearly at mooring 6
(Fig. 5). Only at the upper current meter (100m)
we observed CRðsÞ resembling (11) typical for
(symmetrically forced) internal gravity waves. At
1000 and 2700m CRðsXf Þp0:4; implying in the
mean near-rectilinear motions and/or motions of
randomly varying phase at all ‘internal wave band’
frequencies. For s � f we found a mean CR ¼

0:25� 0:1 (at 1000m) and CR ¼ 0:3� 0:1
(2700m), so that mean eccentricity eðf Þ ¼ 0:13�
0:05 (1000m) and eðf Þ ¼ 0:16� 0:05 (2700m).
These values are somewhat lower than the mini-
mum values predicted following (5). At 1800m we
found CRðf Þ ¼ 0:9; CR gradually decreasing with
frequency like (11) albeit at somewhat lower values
and best representing (11) near interaction fre-
quencies like M2 þ f for s42f (Fig. 5c). Although
such interaction was weak here (due to the weak
tides) in comparison to other regions, e.g. near
continental slopes (van Haren et al., 2002; Xing
and Davies, 2002), this suggested importance of
non-linear interaction in the internal wave band.
Such interaction can be between barotropic and
baroclinic motions (van Haren et al., 2002). Here,
the dip in polarization at the semidiurnal tidal
band was evidence of barotropic motions.

The above vertical variation of polarization of
internal wave band motions was also clear from
raw data (u, v)-hodographs (Fig. 6a–d) that were
dominated by sub- and near-inertial motions. The
latter followed a near-circular path at 100m (Fig.
6a) and 1800m (Fig. 6c) and near-rectilinear paths
directed roughly NNW–SSE (major axis varying
7201) at 1000m (Fig. 6b) and 2700m (Fig. 6d).
Although evident in the raw data, this was more
clearly seen in near-inertial band-pass filtered data
(Fig. 6e–h). The near-rectilinear motions were
basically aligned with the deep sub-inertial current,
and to within the above variations with topogra-
phy (Fig. 1). With the variations in major axis
directions we also noted variations in polarization,
varying between 0:01oeðf Þo0:3; so that
0:05oCRðf Þo0:55 (Fig. 6f, h). At 1000 and
2700m we noted slightly larger current amplitudes
than at 1800m and, in the raw data (Fig. 6b,d),
visible starting velocities due to rotor stalling. The
latter amounted �20% of the data at 1000m, and
o3% at 2700m.
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Rotor stalling is typically found in areas with
weak currents and in areas with rectilinear
oscillatory (tidal) currents during periods of weak
sub-inertial motions. The starting velocities were
completely absent at 1800m (Fig. 6c) where the
same (albeit somewhat weaker) sub-inertial cur-
rents were observed. Hence, the near-rectilinear
currents were not due to instrumental errors.
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Owing to the relatively small amount of data
points affected by rotor stalling, the near-inertial
motions and the spectra were not flawed (except
perhaps for some influence on higher inertial
harmonic frequencies at 1000m, as discussed
below).

3.3. Additional observations

Coherency with motions at 100m was found
significant for the near-inertial clockwise rotary
component at 1000 and 1800m, whilst being
insignificant at all other frequencies (Fig. 7). The
mean phase difference for W�ðf Þ between 100 and
1000m was 1007101 and between 100 and 1800m
it was 1707101 (Fig. 7b). Between 100 and 2700m
the coherence was insignificant. The observed
significant near-inertial coherency suggested a
simple vertical structure across a relatively large
vertical distance, as reported previously (Perkins,
1972). Note that, although results may be ambig-
uous by one or more complete cycles of 3601, the
near-inertial motions were related over large
depths despite the varying polarization at different
depths.

In spite of the general lack of vertical coherency
at all the frequencies except f ; the ratio of kinetic
energy spectra at 100 and 1800m reflected NðzÞ;
not just for the internal wave continuum, as in
GM, but also for the near-inertial peak height and
sub-inertial frequencies. Referring to Fig. 2, we
estimated N near the depths of the current meters:
Nð100mÞ ¼ N100 ¼ ð150� 50Þf ; Nð60021400mÞ

¼ N1000o10f ; Nð140022200mÞ ¼ N1800 ¼ ð2:5�
0:3Þf and Nð42200mÞ ¼ N2700 ¼ 0: The transi-
tion between the latter two was abrupt near
2200m in all observed profiles, suggesting a
‘minimum stratification’ N ¼ 2:5f for internal
gravity waves, as discussed in Section 4.

The above N-values were used to scale the
observed kinetic spectra and we found P1800 ¼

N1800=N100P100; within the 95% significance
bounds for so3f : Such (internal wave) scaling
was only found at depths where permanent well-
mixed layers ðN ¼ 0Þ were absent: at the two other
depths (1000 and 2700m), for which the above
scaling did not apply, the spectra were anomalous.
These spectra showed more or less the same energy
content, despite different N when computed across
large vertical scales of O(100m). In detail, the two
spectra were different in the internal wave band, as
the spectrum at 1000m showed enhancements
around inertial harmonic frequencies, f, 2f, 3f

(shoulder to a peak at M4), 4f, which were less
energetic at 2700m. Partially, these higher harmo-
nics were artificial due to the slightly weaker sub-
inertial motions in association with rectilinear
near-inertial motions as may be verified using a
simple model (van Haren, 2004a).
However, as other higher harmonics emerged

(M4) and as the peak near 2f was wider than near f,
they could also partially be due to changes in
background conditions (van Haren, 2004a) re-
flected in the intermittent variation in near-inertial
amplitude (Fig. 6). Furthermore, the spectral
slope at 1000m was relatively flat between 1:3fo
so2f ðp1000 ¼ �1:3� 0:2Þ; becoming steeper at
higher frequencies (Table 1) and approaching the
value p ¼ �3; which was also observed at 100 and
1800m. At 2700m the slope remained p ¼ �1:9�
0:2 for the entire ‘internal wave’ band. These
differences were associated with differences in N:
Nð1000mÞ varied strongly with time, because step
layer depths and thickness passing the current
meter varied with time (Fig. 2b).
4. Discussion

The observed near-inertial peak blue-shift in
frequency in the Algerian Basin, the same at all
depths except at 2700m (Fig. 4b), was similar to
the mean value (1.02370.006)f observed at 3800m
(1000m above the bottom) in the Bay of Biscay
(van Haren, 2004b). Like Perkins (1972), who
found a near-inertial peak frequency of 1.03f

independent of depth, we found no indication for
Doppler shift or relative vorticity causing the
observed blue-shift in near-inertial peak frequency.
Perkins (1972) also reported a gradual decrease of
polarization with increasing depth, with notable
exception of enhanced circular polarization at
1700m, and a 1801 phase difference between
near-inertial motions at 700 and 1700m. To
explain this simple vertical structure of his
observations, Perkins used an internal gravity
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Table 1

Least-square fit of spectral slope p for three different frequency

bands (Ds), well excluding the influence of a near-inertial peak

(s41:3f ) and instrumental noise (s48f ) computed for weakly

smoothed spectra (n � 26df)

Depth (m) Ds 1:3foso2f 1:3foso3f 1:3foso8f

100 �3.6 �2.9 �2.5

1000 �1.1 �2.3 �2.8

1800 �2.8 �2.8 �2.3

2700 �1.6 �1.7 �1.9

One standard deviation is 0.2, for all slopes.
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wave model fitted for the Algerian Basin. This
model did neither include the gravest, barotropic
mode nor gyroscopic waves, which we will
consider below. Hence, Perkins’ model cannot
explain our observations of strong changes in
polarization with depth.

4.1. Internal gravity and gyroscopic waves

(coupling)

Our observed coherence between the clockwise
components at 100 and 1800m suggested large-
scale coupling between near-inertial motions near
the surface and those at intermediate depths,
whilst ‘crossing’ layers of N ¼ 0 around 1000m.
Our interpretation of rectilinear near-inertial mo-
tions at the latter depth (and at 2700m) implies the
first open ocean observations of gyroscopic waves
using horizontal current meters. Given the ob-
served coherence, a smooth transition between
internal gravity and gyroscopic waves is suggested.
The apparent (baroclinic) mode-1 vertical struc-

ture (inferred from the observed 1801 phase
difference) resembled near-inertial motions gener-
ated in shallow seas. There, surface layer response
and barotropic (mode-0) response through a coast-
al boundary condition lead to a 1801 phase
difference between the surface and the deep layer.
Such response occurred ‘instantaneously’ after the
wind onset and well before the arrival of any
baroclinic near-inertial wave signal (Millot and
Crépon, 1981). Adopting their shallow seas slab-
layer model for the Algerian Basin, with two layers
of thickness h1 ¼ 300m and h2 ¼ 2500m (Fig. 2a),
explains more or less the amplitude decrease by a
factor of �9 between 100 and 1800m (Fig. 6). The
initial instantaneous barotropic response may
resemble a (theoretical) Kelvin wave generating
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(near-rectilinear) motions parallel to the steep
topography across external Rossby scales of
O(1000 km) from the coast. As observations below
300m showed amplitudes, polarization and (mod-
erately) major axis direction changing with depth
and noting that moorings 3–6 and 9 were 1–2
internal Rossby radii (30–50 km, using the
above layer thickness and density difference from
Fig. 2a) from the coast, the barotropic response
was (rapidly) modified and/or replaced by internal
wave response. For NX2:5f ; the apparent ‘mini-
mum permanent stratification’, this response was
associated with internal gravity waves, possibly
generated from fronts as in shallows seas where the
water in the coastal region is well-mixed (Davies
and Xing, 2002).

At depths where N ¼ 0 this baroclinic response
did not develop. At such depths gyroscopic waves
were important, following our interpretation of
the observed near-rectilinear motions in the
horizontal plane evidence of circular particle
motions in a plane at an acute (up to 2j ¼ 771)
angle to the horizontal (Fig. 3b). The observed
similarity in near-inertial amplitudes at 1800 and
2700m suggests a smooth transition between
internal gravity and gyroscopic wave regimes, with
little reflection at layers where N ¼ f as in
traditional approaches. This is understood, as
both wave types are solutions of the same non-
hydrostatic equation resulting in a joint dispersion
relation. This leaves possibilities for smooth
transitions to adaptations in amplitude when
motions move from one conical plane to the other
(Fig. 8). Following (2), varying N implies a
rotation of the cones, and with it the location of
the group velocity vector on a particular cone, as
schematically depicted. As a result, the plane of
motions varies with respect to the horizontal.

Future studies should establish whether these
waves are generated locally or remotely. Such
modeling is beyond the scope of our paper. A
recently obtained preliminary result from an
analytical model (Maas, pers. comm. 2003) de-
monstrates the possibility of such transition.
Moreover, the model shows that for meridional-
and downward transport a transition from N � 3f

to a layer N ¼ 0 is 100% transparent (transmit-
ting) for waves at the inertial frequency, whilst the
plane of motions has an angle of 2j as in (5). The
transmission rapidly decreases to 0% at s ¼ 2O;
demonstrating the importance of near-inertial
motions. Zonal propagation yields more complex
(not yet available) results.
From the observed direction 155–33517201 of

the major current ellipse axes at 1000 and 2700m
(Fig. 6) we inferred an energy source area in the
direction 6517201 (or 1801 to the opposite). The
shelf slope is found to the NE of mooring 6
(Fig. 1), implying not maximum inclination of the
plane of motions, different from our observations.
In fact, we occasionally observed almost rectilinear
motions that are not possible following gyroscopic
wave theory. However, speculating, these may
reflect superposition of plane gyroscopic waves
from different sources. Such sources may be near
the Algerian coastal shelf, where large scale eddies
(with vorticity za0) resided during the observa-
tions, implying different (effective) inertial fre-
quency, possibly explaining the anomalous near-
inertial peaks observed at 2700m.
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The occasionally observed small eccentricity e ¼

0:05 suggests a (perfect) Kelvin wave, as suggested
for tidal currents in the North Sea near the British
coast (LeBlond and Mysak, 1978). However, we
rule this out as a possibility to explain our
observations, because such wave was not observed
at the intermediate (stratified) depths and because
shelf slopes are not vertical walls so that Kelvin
waves in practice show strongly polarized motions.
Also, it is demonstrated that rectilinear tidal
motions in the central North Sea are due to a
superposition of two highly polarized Poincaré
waves.

4.2. Minimum stratification

Our observations suggest that the aforemen-
tioned minimum stratification and coastal bound-
ary conditions were imperative for the local
development of circular near-inertial horizontal
motions. For example, at 1000m periods of
gyroscopic waves developing in homogeneous
layers (N � 0), alternated with periods of free
internal gravity waves developing when stratified
interfaces (Nbf ) passed the current meter. In the
mean however, the steps prevented the develop-
ment of near-inertial horizontal circular motions,
associated with internal gravity waves.

A similar strong influence of near-coastal
stratification was observed on the polarization of
tidal currents in shallow seas (Visser et al., 1994)
and on the development of near-inertial motions in
shelf seas in general: such motions were not found
in wintertime well-mixed conditions (van Haren,
2000). In shelf seas, a minimum permanent
stratification was also needed to support near-
inertial shear associated with circular near-inertial
motions. Our observations suggest this also holds
for the Algerian Basin, although not necessarily to
support high-frequency internal waves.

Stabilizing large-scale stratification and de-
stabilizing shear appeared more or less in equili-
brium, and our estimate of the gradient Richard-
son number Ri ¼ N2=jSj2 � 1: we observed
jSj � 1f (1800–2700m), but assuming all horizontal

near-inertial internal gravity wave shear was
across depths where N � 2:5f (1800–2200m; Fig.
2b) we computed jSj � 2:2f : Note that such shear
magnitude varied on slow, sub-inertial time scales.
Such marginal dynamical stability was also ob-
served across extremely strong stratification in the
North Sea (van Haren et al., 1999). Eriksen (1978)
and Munk (1981) suggested Ri � 1 typical for a
saturated internal wave field, in equilibrium with
N(z). The absence of slowly varying shear below
2200m may be related with gyroscopic waves, that
show circular motions in planes strongly inclined
to the horizontal, and with them a shear vector
equally strong inclined to the vertical. In contrast,
such waves generate strong vertical currents that
may help maintain low N by moving water across
large vertical distances, as suggested for deep
water formation by Gascard (1973). We note that
in our case these motions did not reach the surface
where convective cooling occurs, and an additional
(bottom stress) mixing source is needed to prevent
any stratification from developing. We also note
that Gascard’s observations yielded strong w,
which however were still only w � 0:1u: We
expected that w � u for gyroscopic waves. Thus,
we need more detailed future observations using
ADCP to resolve near-inertial shear and the
vertical current component at the transition
between N ¼ 0 and N � 2:5f :
In the layers above 2200m, the apparently

prerequisite minimum internal gravity wave band-
width including the first inertial harmonic sug-
gested some internal wave generation mechanism
like PSI being important. Excluding PSI as an
important mechanism for tidal motions in the
Algerian Basin, the particular value for minimum
N ¼ 2:5f � 2Oþ f seemed merely coincidental.
Thus, the band foso2f was not found special
here, but may be so under different conditions
(Garrett, 2001).
More likely, and not related to the above

minimum value, internal gravity waves (s4f )
were generated through non-linear interactions.
This was supported by the observed spectral fall-
off rate of s�3: non-linear inertial-tidal interaction
peaks were observed to fall off at the same rate in
the Bay of Biscay (van Haren et al., 2002). In the
Algerian Basin, where tides are weak, internal
waves were more dominantly generated through
interactions between near-inertial and sub-inertial
motions. The latter were dominantly varying with
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periods between 10–50 days. Such periods sug-
gested that these motions were generated by
passages of atmospheric disturbances. These dis-
turbances possibly also generated bottom-trapped
baroclinic topographic Rossby waves, considering
some sub-inertial amplitude intensification at
2700m.

The smooth transition in spectral continuum
slope past the large scale O(100m vertically) N(z)
suggested that smaller scale (roughly estimated
aso10m vertically) stratification variations were
important for observed occasional passages of
higher frequency internal waves. This was espe-
cially clear at 1000m around which the density
profiles showed steps, explaining the spectral slope
p � �3 and the spectral scaling by an average N �

3f ; for s43f : The passages of small layers of
enhanced N were also occasionally observed
around 1800m, where � 2foNo � 3f (Fig. 2b),
which could explain the continuation of the
spectrum for s42:5f at this depth. In contrast,
below 2200m p ¼ �2 and NðzÞ ¼ 0 all the time,
suggesting no support for internal gravity waves.
At this depth ‘only’ gyroscopic waves were
observed between 0oso2O; but dominantly
between 0:97foso1:02f : This points at trapping
of sub-inertial motions (0:97fosof ) in the near-
bottom layer. Our observations suggest that these
deep Mediterranean near-inertial motions exist
because of atmospheric disturbances passing
above and because of specific reflection/transmis-
sion properties of different wave regimes, across
transitions in stratification. This particular beha-
vior demands further research, which should focus
on such transition.
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